The *Washington* Post ran an op-ed by Maria Cristina Garcia (HISTORY, LATINA/O STUDIES) on America’s historical attitude toward refugees. Research by Itai Cohen and graduate student Neil Lin (PHYSICS) on shear thickening ran in *Popular Science* and 6 other media outlets.

**STATS AT A GLANCE**
- 47 external media stories tracked
- 3 press releases/tip sheets distributed
- 6 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 1 Cornell Daily Sun story
- 14 Tweets
- 6 Facebook posts

**SELECTED STORIES**

**Humanities and Arts**

*America has never actually welcomed the world’s huddled masses*
*Washington Post*, 11/22/15 and 2 other media outlets
Maria Cristina Garcia (HISTORY, LATINA/O STUDIES)

*How Black Lives Matter operates when spotlight is trained elsewhere*
*Yahoo!News*, 11/25/15
Robert Harris (AFRICANA)

*What’s 'gradual' in Fedspeak? Markets obsess over latest riddle*
*Bloomberg News*, 11/24/15, and 4 other media outlets
Molly Diesing (LINGUISTICS)

*From downed Russian jet, lessons for new push to destroy Islamic State*
*Christian Science Monitor*, 11/24/15 and 3 other media outlets
Barry Strauss (HISTORY)
Lost Island of Ancient Greece Discovered in Aegean Sea
*National Geographic*, 11/20/15 and 1 other media outlet
Barry Strauss (HISTORY)

Taylor Mac’s new play, Hir, is thrusting complex trans experiences into the spotlight (contains profanity)
*BuzzFeed*, 11/8/15
Joshua Cole, graduate student (PMA)

Morgan on Harper Lee: 'a telling lesson in novel writing'
*Cornell Chronicle*, 11/24/15
Robert Morgan, Helen Viramontes, Alice Fulton, Roger Gilbert (ENGLISH)

Exposing new audiences to a real Greek tragedy *
*Cornell Chronicle*, 11/24/15
Frederick Ahl, Griffin Smith-Nichols ’19, Xenia Ludtseva ’18

**Sciences and Math**

The Physics Of Non-Newtonian Goo Could Save Astronauts' Lives
*Popular Science*, 11/24/15, *Cornell Chronicle*, and 6 other media outlets
Itai Cohen, Neil Lin, graduate student (PHYSICS)

Study Incorporates Ecological Processes Into Earth System Models to Improve Climate Change Predictions
*Earth Imaging System Journal*, 11/23/15 and 1 other media outlet
Christine Goodale, Jed Sparks (EEB)

Mission scientists to share Pluto discoveries Dec. 2 *
*Cornell Chronicle*, 11/23/15
Phil Nicholson (ASTRONOMY)

**Social Sciences**

Black Friday Will Lure CNY Shoppers Into Stores, But the Day has its Dark Clouds
*WAER*, 11/25/15
Tom Gilovich (PSYCHOLOGY)

Income Inequality Makes Rich People Stingier
*BloombergBusiness*, 11/20/15 and 3 other media outlets
Kim Weeden (SOCIOLOGY)

For prairie voles, later socialization can beat childhood neglect
*Cornell Chronicle*, 11/24/15 and 1 other media outlet
Alex Ophir (PSYCHOLOGY)

Legendary Cornellian Austin Kiplinger ’39 dies at age 97
*Cornell Chronicle*, 11/22/15, *Cornell Daily Sun* (GOVERNMENT)
Cornell students hack for a cause at event

*Written and/or edited by A&S Communications staff